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Lilly & Lime introduce stylish swimwear for D-cup and up

New Australian based swimwear label Lilly & Lime is thrilled to introduce a stylish, high quality and 
affordable collection to support bigger busted women this summer. Launched as a capsule collection, the 
range offers three different styled bikini tops and bottoms from sizes 28D to 38HH in tops and 8 to 18 in 
bottoms.  

Lilly & Lime was created by friends Emma-Jane Hughes and Ashleigh Hill who share a love of the beach 
and a D+ cup size. Based in Brisbane at the time, their frustration with finding stylish, affordable and 
supportive bikinis to fit their bigger busts resulted in their quest to develop a range that would help other 
women who were in the same predicament. 

“When you’re bigger busted, you don’t feel comfortable in a bikini unless it is a great fit and you feel 
secure and supported. Ashleigh and I know how this feels and how hard it is to find. We wanted to create 
a range that would empower women with larger busts like us to be confident, have fun and feel good in 
stylish and secure bikinis,” Emma-Jane said. 

“The majority of the top selling swimwear brands in Australia only go up to a size F-cup so it is very 
important to us that we offer up to a HH-cup size and we are working on a J-cup for our next range.”

Lilly & Lime’s three styles include a full cup, underwire halter and balconette as the tops and full brief, 
basic brief and hipster tie as the bottoms. They are offered in two solid colours, nectarine and black and 
three prints of floral, stripe and chevron. They are designed to be mixed and matched and are priced at 
AU$80 for each of the tops and AU$30 for the bottoms.

“We have been overwhelmed by the response to our swimwear from all over the world. We’ve been 
particularly touched by repeat customers who are so pleased to have found stylish bikinis that fit and 
support them and that have given them extra confidence,” Emma-Jane said.

Lilly & Lime are currently working on a new range which will be released early next year. This will include 
larger sizes, new prints and some new styles including a bandeau bikini top and tankini top.

You can purchase Lilly & Lime online at www.lillyandlime.com. They offer free shipping worldwide for 
purchases over AU$100.

Ends
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FACT SHEET

  Lilly & Lime was launched in early 2016 and is 
sold globally at www.lillyandlime.com.

   It is a stylish and affordable swimwear label that 
caters for women who have a D-cup + bust size.

  It was founded by friends Ashleigh Hill (from 
Brisbane) and Emma-Jane Hughes (from 
Brisbane who is currently residing in Bermuda).

  The label was designed in Australia and their 
warehouse is situated in Brisbane, Australia.

  They offer a capsule collection with three 
different styled bikini tops and bottoms from 
sizes 28-D to 38-HH in tops and 8 to 18 in 
bottoms.

   Lilly & Lime’s three styles include a full cup, 
underwire halter and balconette as the tops 
and full brief, basic brief and hipster tie as the 
bottoms.

   They are offered in two solid colours, nectarine 
and black and three prints of floral, stripe and 
chevron.

   Their tops and bottoms are designed to be 
mixed and matched and are priced at AUD 
$80 for each of the tops and AUD $30 for the 
bottoms.

   Lilly & Lime like to provide guidance on their 
sizing through information on their website and 
customer support.

  They ship anywhere in the world and offer free 
shipping if the customer spends over AU$100 
(one bikini).

  The US is their biggest market. 

   Lilly & Lime is working on a new range to be 
released early next year. It will include some new 
prints and new styles including a bandeau bikini 
top style and a tankini top style as well as high 
waisted bottoms and some skimpier bottoms.

  Their size offering will also be increased in the 
new range offering up to a J-cup and a size 22 
for the bottoms.
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Friends Emma-Jane Hughes and Ashleigh 
Hill have always had a love of the outdoors. 
Growing up by the water in Africa, they feel 
most comfortable in a bikini. 

After a few years in London building their 
careers they were lured to the sun and 
beaches of Australia and settled in Brisbane 
with their young families. Ash still lives in 
Brisbane while Emma and her family are 
currently enjoying an adventure in Bermuda.

The concept of Lilly & Lime was born at a 
hen’s weekend and the two haven’t looked 
back.

Why is swimwear so important  
to you? 
Growing up near water and then spending so 
much of our time on the beach in Australia it is a 
wardrobe essential. For us it’s like having a good 
pair of jeans!

When you are big busted, you don’t feel 
comfortable in a bikini unless it is a great fit and 
you feel secure and supported. We know this 
pain all too well and we just didn’t think it was 
fair that we couldn’t be wearing stylish bikinis 
that made us feel good.

Q&A
Meet the Founders

How did you come up with the idea of 
Lilly & Lime?
We were away for a hen’s weekend and lying around 
the pool. We were both wearing ill-fitting and boring 
bikinis while all our smaller busted friends had on fun 
and stylish swimwear so the seed was planted at that 
moment.

We looked into it further and found there was such 
a small offering of affordable bikinis for women with 
bigger busts and that cemented the decision.

What was frustrating you about finding 
stylish swimwear?
We were finding that there were limited bikinis out 
there for bigger busted women. They were often 
expensive and only in darker colours and of prints 
that were aimed for an older market. There just 
wasn’t anything that was on trend and stylish and it 
was almost impossible to find bottoms that matched 
the bikinis in styles we wanted to wear. We used 
to purchase the same old style every year that we 
weren’t even happy with, yet was the nicest on offer. 

What are the biggest challenges you 
think facing women with bigger busts 
when shopping for swimwear?
To be honest most of them don’t actually know 
their real size and haven’t been fitted properly. Most 
mainstream stores and brands don’t offer larger cup 
sizes. Bigger busted swimwear and bras are expensive 
and hard to find. You begin to feel as if bigger busted 
women shouldn’t be in a bikini at the beach.

What has been the most rewarding part 
of starting Lilly & Lime?
All the feedback from customers thanking us for the 
range. It makes us so happy to hear how relieved they 
are that they have finally found swimwear that fits. 
We feel so honoured to have repeat customers at this 
early stage and it is a wonderful feeling to be able to 
help someone find a swimsuit that they love. 

You can find further information on Emma-Jane and 
Ashleigh here:  
www.lillyandlime.com/pages/our-story
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Julie, Pleasure with  
Curves Blog – 28G chevron 

balconette and size  
12 basic brief

‘I don’t think I’ve ever put 
on a bikini top that fits 

so well! I felt completely 
supported, comfortable 
and entirely secure. The 
style was flattering and 

understated.’

Sia Cooper, Diary of a Fit 
Mommy Blog – 32DD stripe 

balconette and size  
8 basic brief

‘This is one of the most 
supportive swimwear 
tops that I have ever 
worn. The coverage 
was wonderful, yet I 

still felt sexy’.

Testimonials

Devin, A Bikini A Day Blog– 
32E stripe balconette and 

size 8 basic brief.

‘Enhances shape and 
cleavage, comes with 

detachable straps 
and is SUPER comfy.’

Georgina, Fuller Figure Fuller 
Bust Blog – 36HH chevron 

underwire halter and size 18 
full brief.

‘The sizing was 
bang on for me.  
Aesthetically & 

structurally it’s great!’

Nadia, My Fashion 
Insider Blog– 28F floral 

full cup and size 10 
hipster ties.

‘Both pieces are 
very high quality 
and well made…a 
super summery 
wonder, I’d say.’

Jelzzz, And Enhanced  
Experience Blog – 30G nectarine 

underwire halter and size  
8 full brief

‘The colour is vivid and 
bright, the fabric feels high 
quality, everything is fully 
lined and the stich work is 

impeccable.’

‘This is my first decent  
fitting halter style suit  
and I’m pretty excited  

about that.’


